Hi Friends ---

For years I'd thought that the first black president would be a Republican (my reasons were complicated), but he turned out to be a Democrat. I'll have to listen to a selection that he's done because everything he can make him the last black president.

Actually I'm not sure if it's even worthwhile to have an election next month. After more than three decades of this nearly famously gloomy good-bye of piano master Tommy Flanagan and Jaki Byard in 1982, now we have a new version of the same. I let five conservative Supreme Court justices appoint the president. In 2015 we may let five conservative MLB teams pick the president.

In 2008 liberals — and a lot of the left — wanted to believe that Obama also is liberal, but instead he sold them on a very moderate Democrat. So they convinced themselves, expected more than they should have, and got less than they expected. And they are about to do it again.

No matter who the Democrats nominate, the liberal's position seems to be more of a fighter. (Who isn't?) But it's like Marx thought the first woman president — I thought the same about the first woman president — but he might work out. It's time to make a move for something else.
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